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MONTEFIASCONE 

            Lazio 

           Viterbo 

TAPPA 41 MONTEFIASCONE - VITERBO 

                      km18,3    +150  -460    E 

Located on the southeast flank of the chain of the Volsini Mountains, Montefiascone generally has a pleasant climate in 
summer thanks to its elevation. In the whole area of Lake Bolsena and in the whole province Montefiascone is the 
municipality with the highest altitude, exceeding 600 m a.s.l. Especially in the area of the "Belvedere" and from the 
dominant Rocca dei Papi, one has a wonderful view over the lake. Montefiascone knew best of its luck in the Roman 
period, thanks to an efficient road system (for example, the Via Cassia). The fortress of Montefiascone binds its genesis, its 
development as well as its decline to the town's relationship with various popes. In the period dating back to the barbarian 
invasions the town was forced to strengthen its defenses with walls of masonry that could prevent any invader to enter 
inside the village. A great and mighty fortress with high walls was thus erected, within which also poured rural dwellers. 
Soon it became a favorite destination of popes who, forced to flee from besieged Rome, chose it for their exile. With a 
constant presence of ecclesiastical 
personalities soon Montefiascone 
became an Episcopal See. At this 
point we have 130 km to reach 
ROME, our final goal, In six stages, 
then we can say that we are 
heading toward the end of our 
effort, but do not  to the end the 
w o n d e r s  o f  a  w o n d e r f u l 
environment, with a unique 
historical and monumental heritage, 
despite man's tampering with it. 
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THE VIA CASSIA-important Roman 
Consular road which connected Rome to 
Florence then extended up to the Via 
Aurelia through Pistoia and Lucca. The 
road ran and runs still through an 
intermediate area between the most 
important Via Aurelia, along the Tyrrhenian 
coast and the Via Flaminia, with which one 
could reach, without difficulty, the via 
Emilia at Ariminum (Rimini) and reach the 
north of Italy. Beginning from the Servian 
Walls through Porta Fontanalis, the first 
part of the Via Cassia was shared with the 
Via Flaminia: they separated after Ponte 
Milvio. The Via Clodia separated from the 
Cassia at the ninth mile, from "La Storta". 
The Cassia then crossed the territory of 
Veii, to Sutri and Forum Cassii near the 
present Vetralla. Continuing in southern 
Etruria (Tuscia), touched the Castrum 
Viterbii (Viterbo), Mons Flascun (as is 
called Montefiascone in the Annales 
Stadenses), Urbs Vetus, Orvieto: the route 
taken by Abbot Albert of Stade between 
1230-1240). 
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Montefiascone—Viterbo 
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We resume our journey starting from the square below the Fortress of Montefiascone, we take Via della Rocca, turn right 

in Largo Barbarigo, then left into Via Bandita that we follow for 250 m when we turn left, and then immediately right into 

Via Cevoli  
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We will now be in the open countryside and with some excitement we will be trampling on what remains of the ancient 

flagstones of this ancient road. We will now walk for a little over 900 m and arrive in via Fiordini that we shall cross;  
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200 m and we take the right lane, avoiding the village of Cevoli and head towards Paoletti that we reach in1,5 km.  
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We continue  with the railway on our left for just over 1 km; we pass the tunnel under the railway and proceed for another 

800 m, when at the junction we take the road to Monteiugo  which takes us under the tunnel of the same railway  
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and continue immediately to the left, then to the center. After 2 km cross the SP7 and continue on Via Casetta that we 

leave after 800 m to turn left on Via Casalino;  
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1.5 km and turn left on Strada San Lazzaro;  
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2 km and turn right on via Carinei: we now enter the Bagnaccio Spa area  
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2,5 km and pass under the tunnel of the highway SS675:  
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we are now in the outskirts of Viterbo, in the cemetery area; leave via San Lazzaro to take on the right the North 

Cassia tunnel  
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under the ring road and continue on North Cassia, we get around the large roundabout of the Aviation, we follow the 

Via delle Palazzina,  
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cross Piazza della Rocca, continue straight on Via Matteotti, we cross Piazza G. Verdi, we take Corso Italy, Via Roma 

and then we are in Piazza del Plebiscito, i.e. the center of Viterbo.  
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We continue  on the via San Lorenzo and on 500m we arrive to Palazzo dei Papi 
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Viterbo 


